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Abst rac t - -The  complex spectra of transverse and longitudinal modes in the conducting as of 
two-level (or quasi-classical) molecules are found, taking into account he spatial dispersion due to 
the thermal motion of molecules. Conditions for the existence of weakly damping longitudinal waves 
and transverse polarization waves, as well as of electromagnetic waves with the dispersion law much 
different from the '~scuum" dispersion law (which is well known in spectroscopy as the Voyght one 
and includes Doppler broadening according to the perturbation theory) are specified. The collisionless 
damping modes (on the wings of the Doppler line) with the dispersion law determined by the zeroes 
of the complex error function are studied. The analogy with the collisionless Landau damping of 
the Langmuir waves in electron plasma is eetal)lished. It is shown that, in the neutral gas of excited 
molecules, the longitudinal and transverse polarization waves possess negative nergy and may lead 
to the dissipative and beam-type instabilities. 
Keywords - -Wave dispersion, Collisionless damping, Ionized gases, Beam instability, Optical 
spectroscopy. 
i .  INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that, in ionized gases, the effects of spatial dispersion (SD), such as the prop- 
agation of Langmuir waves or the Landau damping, arise due to thermal motion of charged 
particles interacting via Coulomb fields [1,2]. Similar SD effects should occur in neutral gases 
also [3], despite the fact that the charged particles in this case are fixed in neutral molecules and, 
therefore, cannot move freely, and the electrostatic (multipole) interaction between molecules is 
rather weak. Actually, in such a case, the molecule-to-molecule effective interaction through the 
radiation field still exists, also there exists the thermal motion and the possibility of the relative 
displacement of charged particles within each molecule under the action of a high frequency field. 
The possibility of propagation in a gas of an exciton-type wave, connected with the molecule 
polarization, was mentioned for the first time in [4] thirty years ago. However, as far as we know, 
until now there was no detailed analysis of SD effects (the Doppler broadening, in particular) 
upon the spectrum of eigenwaves in neutral gases. 
Collective interaction of molecules with the electromagnetic field is of the resonance quantum 
character, and mainly occurs in frequency domain in the vicinity of their electrodipole transitions. 
It is worth noting also, that in a neutral isotropic gas, the local field acting on the molecules Eloc is 
not equal to the mean macroscopic field E due to the Lorentz correction [5-8]: Eloc-E = (47r/3)P. 
This fact is related to the effective quasistatic interaction between the molecules by their averaged 
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high-frequency polarization P. Another important feature of neutral gases is the possibility of 
nonequilibrium states related to the population inversion of the molecular energy levels, and 
not to the variations of the particles' velocity distribution f(v), (compare with the case of fully 
ionized isotropic plasma, where the variation of the electron velocity distribution re(v) is the 
most important cause of instabilities [1,2]). 
In the case of a plasma put in the magnetic field, the population inversion of the Landau 
electron levels may also be important (the Landau levels correspond to the discrete set of squared 
values of electron momentum transversal tothe magnetic field). There is an analogy between the 
quantized plasma in the magnetic field and the neutral gas: the Landau levels of electrons play 
the role of discrete nergy levels of neutral molecules. However, the electromagnetic properties of 
such a plasma re more complicated than that of the neutral gas, even if one neglects the plasma 
anisotropy (see, e.g., [9-11]). 
To analyze the propagation ofradiation in gases, the so-called spectroscopical approach isgen- 
erally used [6-8,12-17]. The approach is usually reduced to the investigation of absorption and 
scattering of the transverse electromagnetic waves of given structure by individual independent 
molecules, and then to the summation (either coherently or incoherently) ofeach molecule radi- 
ation. The perturbation methods of this type are widely exploited in the analysis of radiation 
processes in rarefied gases with Doppler broadening, inparticular, for the description of processes 
in gas lasers [15-20]. 
In the linear approximation, these methods, however, can describe only the special case of 
the electromagnetic waves close to those of the vacuum type (for details, see the discussion of 
equation (30) in Section 3). Namely, the correction to the "vacuum" dispersion relation between 
the frequency w and the wave number k has the form kc/w - 1 = 2rXo which is determined by 
the Voyght (Doppler) law of resonance susceptibility [5,12,15-17]: 
w ) d2AN f+oo exp(--V2/V2T) dv 
(1) 
Here d is the dipole moment corresponding to the transition frequency wo for two-level (nonde- 
generate) molecules; AN = N2 - N1 the inversion density; VT = 2V/'2~T/M the thermal velocity 
of molecules of the mass M at the gas-kinetic temperature T; a and h are the Boltzmann and 
Planck constants, respectively; c is the vacuum light velocity; .y-1 __ T2 the relaxation time of 
the molecule polarization decay. 
Unlike of the case of spectroscopical effects, the phenomena discussed below can be revealed 
only by self-consistent evolution analysis of the coupled electromagnetic field and the molecule 
polarization. The essence of these phenomena is connected with the transformation f structure 
and the dispersion relation of eigenwaves [4,5], which are determined by the molecule quantum 
kinetics in the self-consistent field. 1 
It should be noted also [3] that the Doppler distribution of the molecule frequencies wo + (kv) 
is connected with the SD, and depends on the wave number k = Ikl. In the general case, the 
latter cannot be substituted by its resonance value wo/c, as it is made in equation (1), where the 
role of SD is reduced to the spectroscopic effect of the Doppler broadening. 
Evidently, together with the effect of SD, resonance ffects of frequency dispersion are also 
important for propagation waves in a gas. Both types of effects manifest themselves a  a result of 
collective interaction of molecules with the self-consistent field connected with the total molecule 
1In this paper, we shall consider linear processes only. We shall not take into account onlinear phenomena which 
are determined by the electromagnetic field influence upon the distribution of molecules in the spatial domain, 
in the velocity domain, and in the domain of their inner energy levels. Such an approximation is valid when the 
wave energy is small enough. In particular, the energy of the dipole-field interaction should be less than both 
energy of molecule motion and their inner energy. Constant dipole moments of the molecules are not taken into 
account either, as they are important only for low frequency phenomena nd phase transitions ( ee, in this respect, 
[5, Chapter 12; 21]). 
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polarization. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect hat the structure and the dispersion law of 
the electromagnetic waves can be significantly changed in a dense enough gas, when the high- 
frequency polarization (in the vicinity of any strong resonance spectral ine Wo) is of the same 
order of or higher than the value of the electrical field. This condition is rather strict in the 
case of the Doppler line (1), but still it can be satisfied (see [22,23] and Section 3 below). The 
condition means that when wo/~r ~> % the following inequality should be valid: 
d21AN[ ~ 10_41ANI > 1 
maxlxo l  ~ 3lif~z'wo Wo ~ 4---~" (2) 
Here and in what follows, we take for the estimation ~T =-- VT/C ~ 3" 10 -6, and d ,,~ 1 Debye. 
However, as it will be shown below, even beyond the limits (2), the thermal motion of molecules 
(that is, the SD) can lead to considerable changes in the dispersion law of the electromagnetic 
waves and to the appearance ofnew types of transverse and longitudinal waves. The order of the 
consideration of these types of waves in this paper will be specified at the end of Section 2 after 
the analysis of the kinetic equation for the gas of two-level molecules. 
2. THE QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATION AND THE 
HIGH-FREQUENCY DIELECTRIC FUNCTION OF A GAS 
The eigenwaves proportional to exp(-/wt + ikr) are determined by the solution to the homoge- 
neous problem with initial conditions at k = Re k. They satisfy the following dispersion relations 
(see [1, Sections 32 and 56]): 
Here 
k2c ~ = w2e(w, k), P I E I k, (3) 
E 
e(w, k) = 0, P = - 4--~ [[ k. (4) 
i47ra 
e(w, k) = 1 + 47rX(w, k) + - - ,  (5) 
w 
and X(w, k) = P(w, k)/E(w, k) is the susceptibility at frequencies close to the considered spectral 
line Wo. Nonresonance ohmic losses due to other spectral ines, the buffer gas, or the partial 
ionization for simplicity are taken into account by the introduction of the "background" conduc- 
tivity a into a dielectric function e(w, k) of the gas. The conductivity is supposed to be constant 
a = const, as we are interested in a rather narrow frequency band in the vicinity of the transition 
frequency wo. 
The SD effects are related to the dependence of the resonance gas susceptibility X(w, k) on 
the wave number k. The susceptibility can be found from the quantum kinetic equation for 
the velocity distribution function of the density of molecule polarization p(v, r, t) (see [5,15-17, 
24-26]): 
(0  )2 ( 0 )  -2~-hd2n Eioc(r, t), (6) ~-~+vV p+27 ~-~+vV p+(Wo2+72) p = 
where pd3rd3v and nd3rd3v are, respectively, the mean high-frequency polarization and the 
mean density of population difference between molecular energy levels in a volume element d3r 
in space and dSv in the velocity space. (All results obtained in this paper in the case of uninverted 
two-level molecules are valid also for the harmonic (or quasi-classical) model of a molecule as a 
classical oscillator with a charge e and a mass m, if we substitute 2/m for -2ANd2wo/hN in 
all following formulas according to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule.) 
Equation (6) describes resonant properties relating to the radiation with wavelength less than 
the length of the molecule free path: kl )) 1. In the opposite case, the SD effects are illuminated 
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by the molecule's diffuse (Brown's) motion, which can be described by a collision integral omitted 
in equation (6). These collisions lead to narrowing of the molecule's spectral line and reduce the 
inhomogeneous (Doppler) line form to the homogeneous (Lorentz) one with the half-width 2 of 
the order of k2lvT (see [5,13-17]). 
The effects of relaxation and phase detuning of dipole oscillations of the two-level molecules 
are taken into account in equation (6) by introducing the factor of effective collision rate [30-34], 
4 o3d2 R 
= +  r vToNa. 
ot=l 
Here the first term describes the natural broadening of the spectral line due to spontaneous radi- 
ation. The summation in the second term is performed over all R kinds of particles with a den- 
sity Na, a mean thermal velocity VTa, and a cross-section of molecule-molecule interaction ~rr~. 
As the share of latter effects in the total value of ~ (and, analogously, in the conductivity a) 
usually covers the influence of impurities and ionized components of gas, below we consider the 
model of a pure gas of identical two-level molecules and accept he given values of the polarization 
relaxation rate, % and the nonresonance onductivity a, assuming that 3', a << Iw[ • To estimate 
the relaxation rate (7), the Weisskopf cross-section of resonance interaction between two-level 
molecules hould be used [5,12,32-34] Irr~v -~ 2~rd2/3hVT ~ 2 .10  -14 cm 2, since for the strong 
electrodipole transition which we are interested in, the Weisskopf cross-section is larger than the 
gas-kinetic ross-section Irr~ ~ 10 -15 cm 2 (here rm is the molecule "radius"). Then equation (7) 
yields 
( 27rd2 N + (8) 3-T-  c3]' 
so that the characteristic value of relaxation rate is 7 "~ 2-10-gN (or in some cases, up to 10-TN), 
when N ~ (2/~r)w]/c 3. The latter condition means that there is a large number of molecules in 
a cubic volume with a size of the order of the resonance wavelength Ao = 2~rc/wo. This condition 
is not principal for further considerations, but shows the range of parameters, where the natural 
broadening of the line 4w3d2/3hc 3 may be neglected. 
The SD effects are suppressed by collisions if 7 >> kVT (see, e.g., [1,5]). Therefore, first of 
all we shall be interested in the case of short enough waves for when the following condition is 
satisfied: -- [ (4 12] 
k~ 7 _~Trr~, N+ . (9) 
A~ J 
(Using the above-mentioned stimations, we obtain from equation (9) the requirement k ~> 
2.10-14N.)  However, these wavelengths may be considerably larger than the resonance wave- 
length Ao (when Ao >> rw) and the Weisskopf radius rw. The latter condition may be valid due 
to the inequality r3N << 1, which is necessary in the adopted approximation of pair collisions 
and is supposed to be valid in (6) and below. (In the absence of spatial order of molecules in gases, 
this inequality allows one to neglect he SD effects connected with the finiteness of intermolecule 
distance N -l/s, which are important in crystals [35-37].) Therefore, the SD for two-level gas is 
of special interest in the case (9), when in addition 
N -1/s, Ao >> rw ~> rm. (10) 
2Here we suppose that MVT :~ Pik, and neglect the quantum recoil effect [24-26] that can shift and broaden 
the spectral line. Besides, we do not take into account he nonlinear saturation and the degeneration f the 
energy levels [6-8,12-17,27], aswell as the line asymmetry and other fine collision-kinetic effects [28-31] which 
are connected with the peculiarities of the line broadening due to collisions and with the effect of the velocity- 
dependent decay ~, = 7(v) in the kinetic equation (6). And, at last, it should be noted that the use of the 
electrodipole approximation, and the neglect of a finite size of a molecule restrict our consideration of the SD 
effects by the field wavelengths larger than the molecule scale. 
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In fact, all these conditions may be fulfilled under the gas pressure of the order or less than the 
atmosphere pressure (N ~< 102° cm -3) for the range of molecule transition frequencies bounded 
from above by the soft RSntgen frequencies (Wo <~ 10 is s- l) .  
The quantum kinetic equation (6) allows one to obtain, for the case of plane monochromatic 
wave o( exp(- iwt  + kr), the distribution function of molecule polarization p(v), and the corre- 
sponding susceptibility X = f pd3v/E: 
2(  1 1 ) F(V)Eloc, 
p(v) = -~ ~ + iF - 1 - KI~rV - f~ + iF + 1 - Kf lTV 
30 O(f~, K) = 4r f /5  p(f~' K, V) dV. 
X(ft, K) = 47r(1 - O)' T Bloc 
(11) 
Here the capital etters denote the following dimensionless variables: 
w kc 7 v (kv) 81rd2AN 4rAN =- - ,  K=- - ,  r=- - ,  V= =__  2 _ _ , ~  
too wo Wo VT VTk ' fie = 3Fuzo -- N + 2w3/~rc 3 (12) 
(the latter equality in equations (12) follows from (8)). In (11), the Maxwell function is used for 
the velocity distribution of the density of population difference of upper and lower energy levels 
n(9") = ( AN/vT)F(V) :  
F(V) = ~r -1/2 exp ( -V2) .  (13) 
The function F(V)  is normalized to unity ( f  F(V) dV = 1). By introduction of the dimensionless 
parameter ~= 21ra/wo << 1 and the Kramp function [5,38] 
w(z)  = exp ( -Z  1 + exp d, , (14) 
the dielectric function (5) of the two-level molecule gas may be written in the following form: 
The Kramp functions in equation (15) correspond to the integration over the real values 9" in (11), 
when Im(f~ + it) > 0, K = ReK.  Therefore, the Kramp function defined in (14) coincides with 
the integral 
- (Z - 9")-1 exp (_9"2) dV, Im Z > 0, (16) 
71" co 
and with its analytic continuation i  the half-plane Im Z < 0. This rule was stated by Landau 
(see [1]) for the Laplace transform solution of the initial value problem to the kinetic equation (6). 
The Landau rule implies a real wave number k for the self-consistent harmonic field E ~ exp(ikr). 
In such a case, the frequencies of the eigenwaves (3),(4) appear to be complex: ft(K) = f l '(K) + 
in"(K).  
The description of the two-level molecule gas in terms of the dielectric function (15) corresponds 
in general to the works [4,5,32-34]. Unlike isotropic plasma, the longitudinal and transverse di- 
electric function in such a gas does not differ [1,37]: etr = ~t = ~, notwithstanding the influence 
of SD. s The latter means that in the accepted model of the two-level molecule gas, the mag- 
netic properties are absent [2]: 1 - #-1 = (~tr _ et)w2/k~c2 = O. This is quite natural for 
3It is worth noting in this relation, that in the neutral gas, the temporal and spatial dispersion are caused by 
independent factors (by neglecting the recoil effects). The factors are the inner quantum motion of charges in a 
molecule under the action of the local electric field and the molecule translational motion, whereas in the isotropic 
plasma, both types of dispersion are determined by the same cause, i.e., the translational motion of free charged 
particles. 
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the electrodipole description of molecules in the isotropic neutral gas, when the magnetodipole 
transitions, particle spins, etc., are neglected. 
In the long-wave limit or for the wave frequencies far from electrodipole resonance, when 
K/~r/I~ + iF ~ 11 --, 0, f/" + F > I ~ q: lI, the following approximation in equation (15) is 
possible: w(Z) ~- i/v/'rZ. The thermal motion in such a case is negligible, and the expression 
for the dielectric function takes the Lorentz-type form: 
g(f~, K) = 1 + i~-~ 6 + 1 - f/c2/3 - (a + iF) 2" (17) 
(Here and below, the tilde sign denotes that the corresponding characteristic is found by ne- 
glecting thermal motion, and therefore, without taking into account he SD and the Doppler line 
broadening.) The expression (17) is well known for the system of motionless oscillators with ho- 
mogeneous broadening of spectral line [30-37]. The resonance frequency shift at the value f~/3  in 
the denominator is due to the influence of the Lorentz correction to the local electric field, the f~c 
being called the cooperative frequency (see the dimensionless equations (12)). This frequency 
shift is usually small, I~cI 2 <~ 1, even in the UHF band at IANI << 1020 cm -3 and d ~< 1 Debye. 
In the resonance approximation, that is, when IK-1 I  << 1, the dispersion equation (3) with the 
dielectric function in the form (17) has the following two solutions corresponding to the transverse 
electromagnetic wave and to the polarization wave: 
(this is the "polariton spectrum" in terms of the solid state physics). The function inverse to (18) 
when f~ < 0 is known as Zhukovsky's function: 
s - -5  z+ , s - -  I ol , z= I ol (19) 
The form of the polariton spectrum (18) at the resonance IN-II ~ l cl is dependent essentially 
upon the presence or absence of molecular inversion, or, more definitely, upon the sign of the 
inequality (~ - F) 2 <, > f~c 2 ~ -AN (see Figure 1, and references [35-37,39]). In both cases, 
there is the frequency splitting in the polariton spectrum. When N = 1 - f~2/6 _~ 1, the value of 
splitting is approximately the following: 
- = - - r) l (20) 
In particular, in the case of small dissipation (I5 - F[ << Iflcl), it is determined entirely by the 
cooperative frequency If~ct. In the region I K - 11 >> tic, i.e., far from the resonance frequency, 
the frequency difference between the electromagnetic wave and the polarization wave exceeds 
significantly the cooperative frequency. As is clear from Figure 1, the dispersion curves (18) for 
- I  - !  
the electromagnetic wave fie, and the polarization wave fly, are defined in such a way that the 
first curve is everywhere close to the bisector fl~ = K, while the second one is close to the line 
N ~ = 1. Note also that in the absence of inversion, when (~ - F) 2 < tic 2, these curves have a 
discontinuity point K = 1 - flc2/6 (in fact, their branches exchange positions before and after the 
break point). 
SD arises due to the influence of molecule thermal motion, that also causes the transition from 
the homogeneous Lorentz broadening of a spectral line to the inhomogeneons Doppler broadening 
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Figure 1. The polariton spectrum (18) of the uninverted (a) and the inverted (b) 
gas by neglecting the molecule thermal motion. The curves are plotted numerically 
at F = 26 = ]ft2d/2 = 0.02 (see equation (12)). The solid line is for the polarization 
wave, the dashed-dotted line is for the electromagnetic wave. 
(see equation (9)). This transition corresponds tothe known in spectroscopy [12-14,32-34] change 
of the imaginary part of the dielectric function (15) from the Lorentz-type profile to the Gaussian 
one: 
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Ime(f~',K) -~ v~c2 [ 2e 
2K#r exp • KIlT J + ~"'7 
(compare with equation (1)). This Gaussian-type expression is written within the Doppler broad- 
ened line I~- l l  ~< K#r  for real values of~ t and K, when INe] 2, F << K#r  << 1; the far side-wings 
of the dispersion curve conserve the Lorentz form (17) as they are insensitive to the SD effect. It is 
necessary to point out that the Gaussian dependence of Ime(f~ , K) makes it possible to evaluate 
the growth and decay rates of the transverse igenwaves (for given real value of K and the cor- 
responding value f~(K) to be determined) only in the gases with small enough density and with 
large Doppler broadening, when the imaginary part of the frequency f~ = - f~( f~/K)  2 Im e/2 is 
small compared to KI~T. 
In the general case, according to equations (3) and (15), the complex spectrum of transverse 
waves (relating the frequency f~ = f~ + if~" and the wave number K) should be determined from 
the dispersion equation of the following form: 
1 + 2i61n - g21n2 = -0(~2, g) .  (21) 
2(1 - i,51n) + K21n ~ 
Here the dependence of the parameter 0 (that includes the Kramp function) on the wave num- 
ber K reflects the SD properties. Under certain conditions, this dependence an change the profile 
of the polariton spectrum (18), and form an inhomogeneons amplification (absorption) line. It 
follows from (21) that the considered spectral changes due to SD effects hould be qualitatively 
different 
(i) in the case when the dimensionless wave number K = kc/wo is close to unity, and 
(ii) in the opposite case, when K is far enough from unity. 
(Let us be reminded that we are interested in the near-resonance fr quency region f~ = w/wo ~- 1.) 
In the first case, the dispersion curves are determined essentially by the frequency dependence 
of the nominator in the left-hand side of equation (21), while the contribution of the SD that 
is manifested in the dependence of 0 on K can be taken into account in the frame of the per- 
turbation theory. This case includes the above-mentioned case (see equation (18)) of so-called 
polariton resonance interaction between dipole oscillations of molecules at the frequency Wo and 
the oscillations of the "vacuum" electromagnetic field at the frequency kc. These polariton-type 
SD effects are studied in detail in Section 3. 
In the second case (of K values far from unity), unlike the previous one, the most essential 
is the resonance frequency-dependence of the Kramp function (that is manifested in the form of 
the 8(fl, K)-function), while the contribution of the left-hand side of equation (21) is reduced 
to small corrections of the wave dispersion law. Such a case corresponds to the absence of the 
polariton resonance, and is studied in Section 4, where the conclusion is made that the SD leads 
to the strong collisionless damping of the polarization waves (modes). 
Further, in Section 5, the complex spectrum of longitudinal waves in the gas of two-level 
molecules i  analyzed. In Section 6, we consider the collisionless damping of the longitudinal and 
the tranversal modes which correspond to "nonresonance" solutions of the dispersion equation 
in the vicinity of the zeroes of the Kramp function. Also, the continuous transition between the 
dispersion curves corresponding to waves characterized by weak and strong collisionless damping 
is analyzed in this section. And, at last, in Section 7, the molecule "beam-type" instability in 
the neutral gas is discussed. 
3. THE INFLUENCE OF  THERMAL MOTION 
ON THE POLARITON SPECTRUM OF THE 
GAS OF  TWO-LEVEL  MOLECULES 
In this section, we will consider predominantly the eigenwaves with the wave number close 
to the polariton resonance K ~_ 1, and with exponentially weak collisionless damping. While 
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analyzing the complex spectrum of these (transverse) waves in the gas of two-level molecules (the 
polariton spectrum) taking into account he thermal motion, it is reasonable to distinguish the 
following three qualitatively different cases: 
(1) 2/~r << lacl, 
(2) 2~ >> I~1,  
(3) 2~ ,-., I~1. 
These cases are different from each other by the ratio of the Doppler broadening 2K~T (in the 
vicinity of the polariton resonance K -~ 1) to the cooperative frequency f/c. Let us consider them 
consequently. It is convenient to introduce the normalized frequency detuning, 
Z -  ( f /+ iF -  1) 
K/~r ' 
and, for all three cases, to distinguish the following three frequency ranges: 
(i) [Z[ >> 1, the frequency is on the far wings of the spectral line, 
(ii) [Z[ ,~ 1, the frequency is just on the line side-lobes, and 
(iii) [Z[ << 1, the frequency is in the immediate vicinity of the line center. 
In the first case, 2/~T << [f~c[, when the Doppler broadening is small compared with the gas 
cooperative frequency, it should be expected that the thermal motion changes the polariton 
spectrum (18) ~e,p(K)  insignificantly, because of the inequality/~r << [~e,p+ir=Fl[ (i.e., [Z[ >> 1). 
The latter condition is not valid only for the polarization wave ~p(K) when 
If/ l 
~T ~ [g  - 1 - i(6 - r)l, (22) 
i.e., at a strong enough equalization of populations of the molecule nergy levels, or at a strong 
detuning IK - 11, from the polariton resonance. This case (which will be specially considered at 
the end of Section 4) means that the polarization wave turns out to be within the Doppler line 
(IZ[ <~ 1) and corresponds, in fact, to field-independent oscillations of the molecule polarization 
which damps with the decay rate -~ >~ /~r due to thermal motion. The frequency of the 
electromagnetic wave ~e(K) in the considered case 2/~r << If/c[ is always on the far wings of the 
Doppler line. 
To improve the polariton spectrum (18), let us take into account he second term in the 
asymptotic expansion of the Kramp function [38] in equation (15): 
w(Z)=-~ 1+~-~+. . .  , (23) 
when [Z[ >> 1 and ]Ir/2 + arg Z[ > 7r/4, or more exactly, when 
ImZ+IReZI >> IZ] -1. (24) 
As a result, we find from equation (21) that the corrections to the first approximation of the 
polariton spectrum (18) are reduced to the substitution of the value f/c 2 by the function 
fl2c(K ) = f/2 c { 1 + 2~K2[K  - 1 - i(6 - r)1-211 ± 41 + f/2c[K - 1 - i(6 - r)]-21-2 }. (25) 
The details of the usual polariton spectrum may be found in [39], and here we restrict ourselves 
by the analysis of the condition of wave instability in the inverted gas (f~c 2 < 0), which follows 
from (18) and (25): 
- -n  2 ~> 4r~ -}- 2]~2g 2, g2 ___ 
-2 
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Depending on the relation between the processes of the collision relaxation of the polarization 
and the ohmic decay of the electric field, either electromagnetic wave {when 5 < F) or the 
polarization wave {when 5 > F) may be unstable. According to (3), (17), and (25), their growth 
rates have the maximum in the vicinity of the following value of the normalized wave number 
K = 1 - f12cl6 + r212 - n~,g2/3 :  
= - r -  (6 -  r )  1 . (27)  
As is shown in [39], the instability of the polarization wave (f/~ > 0) is connected with the 
negative sign of its energy in the inverted gas, and is caused by the ohmic dissipation of the 
field {the so-called dissipative instability). This is just the difference from the usual maser-type 
instability of the electromagnetic wave possessing positive energy. It follows from (27) that in 
the inverted gas, the maximum growth rate is reached in the limit [ftc[ >> 15 - FI: 
a'm' = - T  + i - . 
The Doppler broadening may become noticeable in principle, when ~T ~> 15 -- FIB however, in 
the considered case 2~r <<: If/oh the influence of the Doppler effect appears to be reduced to a 
small correction to the growth rate that may be neglected (the latter statement was discussed 
in [18] for the superradiance phenomenon). Let us note that in the absence of inversion, in the 
case when f~c 2 > (5 - F) 2, both the electromagnetic and the polarization waves 4 (18) in the range 
K -~ 1 decay with approximately equal rates of the order of (5 + r)/2. We have exactly 
5 2 a (5+r) 
(5+F)  whenK=l -  + 2 2 (5 -F )  " 
= 2 ' 
Let us consider now the condition (24) which is necessary for the validity of the asymptotic 
expansion (23). First ofaU, the condition (24) is always invalid in the case (22) for the polarization 
wave. When f~e/V~ > 5 - F in the uninverted gas, there are no other limitations for both the 
waves, and, therefore, the effects of SD may be neglected here if the region (22) is excluded 
from the consideration. The SD effects are ignored, in particular, in the above expression for ~ 
~" On the other hand, when ~c/V~ < 5 - F in the uninverted gas (that may be due to and f/p. 
large ohmic conductivity 5), the condition (24) becomes invalid in the following region of wave 
numbers: 
< ~ -~-  + (5 - F) 2. (28) 
In the inverted gas, the condition (24) according to (19) may also become invalid in the re- 
gion (28) just for that particular wave which decays more strongly (in the case 5 > F, this is 
the electromagnetic wave). The decay rate for this particular wave is determined mainly by 
the collisionless damping due to the thermal motion, and not by the cooperative frequency nc, 
the polarization relaxation r, or the field absorption 6 (see equation (27)). The statement is 
valid despite the fact that the real frequency of the wave does not lie within the Doppler line: 
ICE - 11 ,,, -( f~" + F) ~>/~r. 
For the second wave which decays more weakly (or even grows), in the case when 2/~ << If~cl, 
the influence of SD in the inverted gas is always insignificant and is described as a small correction 
by the expressions (25)-(27) notwithstanding the condition (28). This is valid even when the real 
4Here it is supposed that the wave numbers of both waves lie in the central region of the polariton resonance: 
IK - 11 <~<~ f~c. Their frequencies, however, lie on the far wings of the Doppler line (IZl ::~ 1) due to the splitting of 
the wave spectrum inthe gas (see Figure la). The splitting results from the collective interaction of molecules with 
the resonance electromagnetic field and still exists in the ease of a small enough Doppler broadening 2/~T <~: Iftcl. 
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frequency of the wave lies within the Doppler line-width Ill' - 11 ~</3T, as the inequality [Z I >> 1 
in this case is valid due to the large value of the growth rate: f~" + F >>/3T. The analysis of the 
features of the polariton spectrum that are caused by SD in the wave number range (28) will be 
postponed until Section 6. 
Before turning to the case of strong Doppler broadening, let us note the following result in the 
case of strong enough field dissipation (or polarization relaxation) 
15- FI >> I~cl: (29) 
irrespective of the value of the Doppler broadening, the electromagnetic wave at arbitrary wave 
numbers K may be described by the "¢acuum" (the Voyght-type) dispersion law with a small 
correction, 
f~v = K - i5 - 27rXo(K)K, 
2~rxo(K)=iv~f~2 (K - i (5 -  F) - 1 )  (30) 
4g/~r w ~,~ , 5 - F < [g  - 1[ +/~r 
(compare with equation (16) and the Voyght line (1)). This result is obtained by applying the 
perturbation approach to the dispersion equation (3),(15) which has the form 
.SK i~'~f~2ew~f~+iF- I  ) (31) 
l l=K-z  ~2 \ K/~T 
in the case of weak susceptibility 2~111 -- (3/2)101 << 1. (Note that the second Kramp function 
in the expression for the dielectric constant (15) may be neglected when K << jgT1.) The zeroth 
approximation to the dispersion relation yields f~ = K - i5. The next approximation gives 
equation (30). According to (29), the inequality 2~11ol << 15 - r l  is valid, and therefore, the 
above written value of Xo(K) appears to be practically unchanged 5 when it is taken into account 
as a correction to the argument of the Kramp function. If the Doppler broadening is small, 
/gT << 15 -- FI, then f~v -~ l~e (see (18)). The dispersion law for the polarization wave in the same 
case (29) is as follows: 
n2c/S~rK ~p = 1 - f~2e - iF + 21rxo(g)g, xo(g) = (32) 
6 g - 1 + f~2/6 - i(5 - F) '  
This relation, however, is valid at considerably less Doppler broadening (see equation (22)): 
/3T(5 -- F )~e 2 < j~TIK -- IIIN~-21 << 1. 
Let us suppose now that the Doppler broadening exceeds ufficiently the cooperative frequency 
of the gas. In the range K ,,~ 1, this means that 
2/3T >> INcl. (33) 
Under this condition, the polarization wave possesses strong collisionless damping ( f~ + r < 
--/3T). On the contrary, the electromagnetic wave, irrespective of the condition (29), is described 
by the almost '~acuum" (Voyght-type) solution (30) with relatively weak damping. One may 
come to this conclusion by applying the perturbation approach to equation (31) for arbitrary 
values of the frequency detuning IZ[ >, < 1 (in the case when 5 - r >>/3T, the wave numbers 
satisfying the inequality IK - 11 < 5 - r should be excluded as it was already made above). In 
particular, within the linewidth, when 
/3T >> [K - 1 - i(5 - P)[ >, < [f~c[, 
5The case 21rlXo j >~ [6 - F[ is actually unrealizable in (30) because of the inequality 6 - r ~< [K - 1] + ~3T which 
excludes exponentially large values of the Kramp function. The latter case, that may occur in a gas with the high 
ohmic conductivity 6 > r,  ~r ,  will be considered in Section 6. 
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the expansion of the Kramp function into a series may be used: 
2/ Z w(Z)=exp( -Z  2)+ ~ +- . - ,  IZl << 1. (34) 
Then, the dispersion law for the electromagnetic wave may be represented in the form 
I+(K -  1) 1+ 2 r] 4/ r (35) 
[AN[ (5 - r)  
<< - - ,  (36) IN + (4 r)2/A 3] 4r 
IANI (37) 
[N + (41r)2/A 31 << 
Excluding the parameter regions (29) and (33), one may come to the conclusion that for the 
waves with weak collisionless damping in the wave number ange K ~ 1, the thermal motion of 
the molecules and the collective ffects of the polariton type can play an essential role only in 
the following case: 
laol > ~r > 15 - rl > la~l (38) 
4 " 
The requirement that IDol >~ 15 - F[ is the main one in this chain of the inequalities. In the 
absence of the ohmic conductivity (5 = 0), the main inequality may be represented in the form 
alc[AN[ > % (39) 
2 "~ 
where the mean cross-section of interaction of a photon (an electromagnetic field quantum) with 
a molecule is introduced [13,14]: ax = 4rd2wo/3ChT. As we have 7 -~ ~rr~vTN (if A3N >> 1, see 
equation (8)), the following conclusion may be derived from the above-written relations: collective 
effects in a weakly-conducting gas, where 5 << F, should be taken into account if a single photon 
collides with molecules more frequently than a single molecule collides with other molecules. 
Accepting the estimates presented in Section 2 and bearing in mind the value of the interaction 
cross-section al ~- 2wo/cN (when Ao3N >> 1), the condition (39) may be rewritten in the following 
form: Wo[AN[/N > 3.10-gN. The condition may be easily satisfied when [AN[ ,,~ N, but it 
is reachable when IAN] << N also. This situation is, for example, typical of the propagation of 
It, 27r . . . .  -pulses (i.e., for the self-induced transparency), for the light echo, for superradiance, for 
the pulse and single-mode stochastic generation of lasers with low-Q resonators [19,20,39-44]. 
If 5 << F, the latter inequality in (38) follows from equations (8),(12), and reflects the reso- 
nance effect of Weisskopf molecule-molecule collisions at large distances of the order of rw. This 
mechanism of polarization relaxation, pointed out by Weisskopf, plays the main role in gases 
According to (35), an instability appears in the inverted gas when - f~  > 45/3T/V~. The 
instability weakens with the growth of the Doppler broadening, just as in the case when 2/3T << 
I~cl (see equations (26),(27)). 
The small decay of the electromagnetic waves in the parameter region defined by the inequal- 
ities (29) and (33) is related to the fact that, due to the strong line broadening, only a small 
number of molecules turns to be resonant: the Doppler-shifted frequencies of those molecules 
should lie within the bandwidth of about If~cl. Just this fact makes it possible to neglect he 
collective oscillations of the polarization, and to obtain the Voyght-type dispersion relation (30) 
that is used conventionally in the spectroscopy of gases. Let us point out that the region of its 
validity in the polariton part of spectrum is bounded by the conditions (29),(33), and usually 
corresponds to the considerable equalization of the population of the molecule nergy levels: 
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when the condition (10) is valid [12-14]. In particular, due to just this mechanism, the Lorentz 
broadening F of spectral ines for resonance processes in a two-level gas appears to be of order 
or greater than the collective shift f2 /6  of the molecule oscillation frequency (see equation (18)) 
[5,30-34]. 
Another sequence of this mechanism is the closeness of the dielectric function of the gas e(f/~, K) 
to unity for arbitrary real values of the frequency f/t and the wave number K, including the 
resonance region. This may be seen from (15), bearing in mind the following relation of the 
Kramp function w(Z) with the probability integral erf(x): 
max [w(Z)[ = [1 - err(x)] exp (x2), x = Im Z, Im Z = const > 0. (40) 
The values ]e(f ' ,K)]  may differ two times from unity only on the slope of the spectral line 
([Z[ ,~ 1) in the limiting case F ,~ [fl~[/4 (that is, when [AN[ ~ N >~ (4r)2/A 3, see (12)), if 
2/~r ~< if2[ (the latter inequality corresponds to the condition (2) mentioned in the Introduction 
section). 
In the case of conducting as with 6 ,~ F, as follows from the expressions (25)-(30), there is 
certain compensation of the collision relaxation of polarization and the ohmic absorption of field 
for the polariiton spectrum. For the sake of definiteness, as the exact compensation is actually 
hardly possible, we still accept he limitation [6 - r[ ~> [fc2[/4 in equation (38) even when 6 >~ F. 
Finally, let us turn to the most complex situation when 2/~r ,~ [f~c[. Here at K ,.~ 1, the consid- 
ered dispersion curves, in the general case, lie on the slope of spectral line [Z[ ~ 1, where the value 
of the Kramp function w(Z) ,'., 1/2, and it is impossible to use the series expansion (34) or the 
asymptotics (23). Nevertheless, certain simplification of the dispersion equation (21) is possible, 
since for complex frequencies of the eigenwaves fle,p(K), in the parameter region (38) that we are 
interested in, we can take approximately e(fle,p, K) -~ 1, or more precisely, [~(~e,p, K)[ << 1. The 
latter property allows one to use once again the dispersion equation in the simplified form (31). 
According to this equation, the influence of thermal motion in the vicinity of the polariton reso- 
nance is the most significant when 2/3T "~ [fc[ >> [6 -- r[ and the detuning values AK  = K - 1, 
Af~ = f~ -- 1 are of the order of several [fc[. In such a case, as the cooperative frequency 
[fc[ << 1, it is possible to admit K = 1 in the argument of the Kramp function in equation (31), 
thus reducing the effect of SD to the Doppler broadening of the spectral ine (1). 
Therefore, the modification of the polariton spectrum in the most general case, taking into 
account he effects of SD at [AK[ << 1, actually is reduced to the inversion of the function well 
known in spectroscopy: 
AK(Af )=Af+i6+i -~- - - - -~2cw(Af -~T iF  ) , (41) 
under the condition Im AK -- 0 that corresponds to the homogeneous plane wave in the problem 
with initial conditions. 6 The inverse complex function to be found, Af l (AK) = f (K )  - 1, in the 
polariton part of the wave spectrum turns out to be two-valued at least (that is, the number of 
eigenwaves i not less than two), independently on the sign of the inequality 2/~r >, < [fie[. Note 
also, that taking the derivative of the function (41) with respect o AK,  using the identity 
dw(Z)_ 2i 2Zw(Z), 
dZ -v~ 
and excluding the Kramp function, it is possible to obtain an explicit equation for the dispersion 
curves: 
d(Af )  (1 - i6)(g - Aft  - iF ) /~ . (42) 
dK - (1 - i 6 )K2~ - K f~/2  + 2(Af  + iF)(Af~ + iF + 1 - K) 
6For the case of two-level gas, the solution of the boundary problem (i.e., when the frequency is a real value [35-37]) 
contalr~ only one excited electromagnetic wave. Its wave number is described explicitly by the formula (41). 
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Figure 2. An il lustration of the gas polariton spectrum changes with the increase of 
the Doppler broadening. The curves are plotted numerically at I r - 6l = In~l/~ = 
0.01 for the values ~ = 0.21Ct~ I and ~ -- 1.51Ct~ I in each series. The dashed pa~8 of 
the curve~ correspond to the waves wi~h etrong coll isionle~ damping; the solid lines 
are for the pola~i~.ation wave, the d~shed-dotted lines are for the electromagnetic 
wave. 
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Figure 2. (cont.) 
At K = 1, the solutions of this equation should coincide with the values Af/that are determined 
from equation (41) when AK = 0. Note that in this point, K = 1, the complex roots Af/are 
located symmetrically with respect to the imaginary axis ReAl2 = 0, since w*(Z) = w(-Z*). 
The analysis of equations (41) and (42) confirms that the only weakly decaying (or growing) 
solution with 
f/" + r > -~  - IA~'I (43) 
may be the '%~acuum"-type wave (30) in the case when 2/3T >> [f/cl, and, in the case when 
2/3T << [f/c[, the electromagnetic wave or the polarization wave (18),(25) which can be found 
as zeroes of the denominator in (42) (with/32 accuracy). These limiting cases were considered 
above. Other dispersion branches do not satisfy the condition (43) (see Sections 4 and 6). 
The results of numerical calculations for the case when 2/3T ~ If/cl are shown in Figure 2, 
which represents the evolution of dispersion curves with the increase of the Doppler broadening 
at/3T >> F, 6. In the figure, only those dispersion curves are shown, the frequencies of which are 
the most close to the resonance value ft' -- 1 (we label "electromagnetic wave" and "polarization 
wave" according to the limiting case (18)). 
It is clear from Figure 2 that with the increase of the parameter 2/3T/If/cl, the transition of the 
polariton spectrum (18),(25) to the Voyght spectrum (30) actually takes place. The transition 
is accomplished at the parameter value of the order of unity, that is, when [AN[ ,,~ 4. I0-3COo 
(the estimate is obtained for AoaN >> 1). The increase of the ratio 2~r/[f/cl corresponds, e.g., 
to gas heating or to equalization of population of the molecule energy levels. Here, according to 
the above estimate, the gas density is supposed to be high enough: N > 4.10-3•o >~ 1011 cm -3 
(if the frequency of electrodipole transition is, for definiteness sake, limited from below by the 
infrared band: •o ~> 2. 1013s-1). 
It is important that at 2/3T ~< If/el, in the region of the polariton resonance IAKi ~< If/c[, 
the effect of the thermal motion changes not only the absorption (or amplification) profile of 
the spectral line f/~' tK~ but also the wave dispersion properties f/'p(K). In particular, the e,pk /, 
resonance susceptibility X(f/e,p, K) may reach the value of the order of If/cl/4~r, and the phase 
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velocity of the electromagnetic wave may exceed the light velocity in a vacuum by the value of 
about c[f~2c[/2([[}c[ + 2f/T). Note also, that in an inverted gas in the case (38), there occurs the 
convective instability of one of the transverse waves (either the electromagnetic or the polarization 
wave, depending on the sign in the inequality/~ >, < F), whereas the dispersive curve of the other 
decaying wave divides into two independent parts (compare Figure lb and Figures 2b,2c; for 
details, see also Figures 5b and 6b presented at the end of Section 6). 
In the case of effective collective interaction of molecules with the electromagnetic f eld, when 
[f~c[ >> f~, F, ~f, the Doppler broadening plays an insignificant role compared with the collision 
relaxation of the polarization F and the ohmic absorption of the field ~f, even when/~r >> F, ~f. 
In the latter case, despite the relatively large Doppler broadening, the spectroscopic approach 
and the Voyght dependence (30) corresponding to this approach do not describe the dispersion 
of the eigenwaves in the gas. In other words, collective ffects of the polariton type (i.e., the 
frequency dispersion) at [i2c[ >>/~T can suppress the influence of the thermal motion upon the 
absorption (amplification) profile of the spectral ine and the wave dispersion. The Gaussian 
(inhomogeneous) profile of the line is formed only in the limiting case /~T >> [i~c[. It may be 
supposed that the mentioned fact can be significant in the theory of the radiation transfer at the 
frequencies close to the electrodipole ines in dense enough gases (in the parameter region (38)). 
4. THE POLARIZAT ION WAVES IN  THE ABSENCE 
OF  THE POLARITON RESONANCE 
Let us consider the transverse waves with real wave numbers in the range 
[K -  l[>>[ac[, (44) 
where there is no polariton resonance as described above. (In the case of strong broadening of 
the line (29) or (33), this resonance is absent for all wavelengths.) Here the spectrum of the 
electromagnetic wave has the Voyght-type character again, and is not affected by the SD effects, 
in particular, due to weak susceptibility ofthe gas [Xo(K)[ << [i2c[/47r (see (18) and (30)). At the 
same time, as we shall show, for the polarization wave, the susceptibility may be high enough, 
[X(i2p, K)[ ~> [i2c[/4r, and the SD may be considerable. Physically, the latter is connected to 
the fact that, for the polarization wave, the propagation of an electromagnetic f eld is strongly 
affected by the dipole oscillations of thermal molecules which move chaotically. Formally, this is 
reflected in equation (21) through the frequency dependence of the Kramp function, while the 
dependence of the left-hand side of (21) on frequency does not play any important role, and it is 
possible to put ~ = 1 in this side of the equation. As the collision relaxation of polarization F
leads to the damping of the polarization wave, in what follows, we usually suppose that F is small 
enough, that is, 
~r > r ~ I~l (45) 
4 
(see also the discussion of the conditions (38), (10), and (2), and the estimates performed for 
these conditions). Let us rewrite the dispersion equation (21) in the following form: 
1 + 2i~/~ - K2 /~ 2 
2(1  - i~/f~) + K2/f~ ~ 
_ ~/3  {1+ 1+3(12+iF)2 K2BT} (a + ir 1) 2] (46) 
6K T exp [ " 
Performing the transition to (46), we suppose the condition: 
Kjgr << If~' - 1 I, (47) 
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which means that the main part of the molecules i out of the Doppler esonance with the wave, 
and the asymptotic representation f the Kramp function on the far wings of the Doppler line 
(IZ] >> 1) is used. In equation (46), an exponentially small term is added (when IRe Z] >> 
] ImZ I), which is responsible for the collisionless damping of the waves due to the Doppler 
resonance with fast molecules. In the zeroth approximation ( eglecting the SD), we find that 
2 -2 (1 - i~ + K2/2) 
(n ,  + ir): - 1 = ~t  c -~ ~_ 2/ - - '~- '~)  " (48) 
This result is valid if ll2 n - 11 << 1 in the range (44) or if 6 >> Incl (in a conducting as, 
see (29)). The next approximation describes the influence of SD on the polarization waves with 
frequencies ~n determined by equation (48) and lying on the wings of the line (47): 
~n=l_ iF+N21- i~f+K2/2  ! 9K2j32 ( l+2 i6 -K2~ 2} 
3 1+ 2n---F \ i  
iV~"c 4 (1 - i6+K2/2~2ex p r "c4 (,1-I-2~ :K  2 ~21 
9Kf~T \ 1-+2i'6---K ~ ) L 9K2• 2 t l  - i,5 + K2/2) J" 
(49) 
It follows from (49) that, for the long polarization waves with the wave numbers in the range 
( 3 ) 
g<<~<l ,  A>> 2r2IAN I ~>Ao , (50) 
the following equation for the dispersion law is valid: 
) ( ) f~n = 1 + + ~-  k ~2c + f~2c - iF - i6f~ 21  f~23 9K2]322_~c 4 
iv ~124 r f~4 (1 + 3K2)  
9K--~ exp [-1 9K2f~2 
(51) 
For these waves, the value e = K2/~ 2 << 1, that is, X -~ -1/4~r, and therefore, these waves are 
not strongly different from the longitudinal waves in a gas (see Section 5). In the limiting case 
K --* 0, the frequency of the collective oscillations of the molecules 12p = 1 + flc2/3 is shifted to 
the value f~c2/3 from the frequency of the oscillations of an individual molecule. The latter is 
determined by the cooperative molecule frequency and is obtained taking into account the Lorentz 
correction to the local electric field [45-47]. For the finite (nonzero) values of the wave number K
in the region of exponentially weak collisionless damping (50), the mentioned frequency shift 
exceeds the Doppler broadening K#r. In such conditions, due to thermal dispersion of molecule 
velocities (see (11),(13)), the quadratic in K effect of SD appears, that manifests itself in an 
additional frequency shift of the polarization wave (compare the second and the third terms 
in (51)). 
In the case when F ~> ]fl21/3, the influence of SD upon the dispersion properties of the long 
polarization waves (51) is rather weak (compare with (9)), and the damping of these waves 
is determined mainly by the collision relaxation of the polarization (12~ ~- -F). Both ohmic 
dissipation influence and collisionless damping are weak because of the conditions (45), (50), and 
6 << 1. When the opposite inequality is valid (f~/3 >> F), that is, the collective frequency shift 
exceeds ignificantly the relaxation frequency, the change of wave spectrum due to SD becomes 
essential and the large enough gas conductivity 6 ~> F/Ill21 provides the decisive contribution 
into absorption (amplification) of the polarization waves. At Kf~T ,~ If~2], the wave damping has 
the collisionless origin due to the Doppler resonance with the molecules. Addressing the above 
statements note, however, that the possibility to realize in a gas the case when 1~21 >> F requires 
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special analysis. Let us be reminded also (as it was pointed out in the beginning of Section 2), 
that the considered wavelengths (50) are limited by the length of the flee flight of molecules: 
kl >> 1, i.e., A << 2~rl ,,~ 2/r2mN. Therefore, as the Weisskopf radius rw usually exceeds the 
typical molecule radius rm by one or two orders, actually it is supposed to be the case when 
IANI ,,~ N and the wavelength of the order 
271" f I013 1015 ) 
A,,, r~]Agl ,,~ \{AN{ - IANI cm. 
In the case of an inverted gas, when ~c 2< 0, the polarization wave (51) has negative nergy, 7 
16~r----~ Ow ~- 8~rfl 2 1 + 1 + 2ftc a < 0. (52) 
Thus, the ohmic losses Q = alE2[~2 of the wave energy weaken wave damping in an inverted 
gas. This fact may be seen from the expression for the wave growth rate (51), in which the 
conductivity a gives the positive contribution, 
Q _woSa~c(1 i22 9K2/~2 ~ 
2w 3 / > o. (53) 
(See [39] for the details of energy balance by neglecting SD.) The energy in the polarization 
wave (51) is transferred by the translational movement of the molecules. Note that the wave 
group velocity, 
cOft~ 3cK/3~ 
vgr= OK - , (54) 
is small compared with the mean thermal velocity of the molecules (IVgrl << C/~T), and is di- 
rected oppositely to the wave vector k. According to (54), during the characteristic time of 
the collision damping T2 = 1/% a packet of the polarization waves moves at the distance 
(K /~/ftcF ) that is small compared with the wavelength A, when F ~> ]f~c2[/3 vgrT2 = (3A/2~r). 2 2 2 
(see (50)). Therefore, the wave properties of the considered long-wave oscillations of the polar- 
ization are important only when F << [ftc21/3. 
Except for the long-wave range (50), the frequency of the polarization wave is out of the Doppler 
line-width if the wave numbers lie within the interval 
2---~ >> Ig  - 1[ + 5 >> ]~c[. (55) 
Here the first inequality follows from (47) (compare with (22)), and the second one excludes wave 
numbers that lie in the vicinity of the polariton resonance (compare with (29),(44)). The latter 
condition permits one to apply the perturbation approach using as the zeroth approximation 
of t2p(K), the expression (48) that is close to the polarization wave spectrum ~p(K) (32) by 
neglecting the SD. Taking into account he above-mentioned, and bearing in mind the inequality 
2~T < [ftc2[/([f/c I+ 5) (required for the validity of (55)), we may conclude that the role of thermal 
motion in the considered situation actually is quite analogous to that considered in Section 3 (see 
equations (25)-(27)). In particular, according to (25),(61), we obtain from (17) that the resonance 
susceptibility X(ftp, K) should satisfy the inequalities 
<< Ix( p,g)l << la l 
2~r 8 - -~ <<1" 
~This statement means that an external source should take a portion of energy from the system "gas + field" 
to excite a wave in the inverted gas. It is evident hat the negative nergy is brought by the dipole oscillations 
of the molecules, as its value (52) is much greater than the energy of the electric field IE2ol/16~r (by the factor 
2/la~l > 1). 
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It follows from these equations that in the interval (55) the polarization amplitude Po = xEo in 
the wave (49) is much greater than the polarization in the electromagnetic wave fie(K) at the 
same value of the electric field amplitude Eo. 
In the inverted gas, with the ohmic conductivity 6 > F in the interval (55), the dissipative 
instability of the polarization waves occurs with the growth rate 
. ~n~ 2~ (56) 
np = - r  - 4[(K - 1) 2 + 62] + f/---~ 
The instability is caused by the ohmic dissipation Q = alE2ol/2, when the energy of the polariza- 
tion waves is negative [39], 
Hip _~ [ (g  - 1) 2 + 62] leo2[ 
2~n~ < o. (57) 
This value is larger than the energy of the electric field IE2ol/16r, just as in the case of long 
waves (51). However, here in the vicinity of the polariton resonance, the energy flux is determined 
mainly by the Poynting vector Sk "" clE2ol/8~r, ather than the translational movement of the 
molecules. Therefore, 
Sk ~ ~ (58) 
Vgr = ~pp - -  4[(K - 1) 2 + 62] ' 
that is, the group velocity may exceed significantly the molecule thermal velocity, being small 
compared with the light velocity c. During the characteristic decay (or amplification) time (56), 
a wave packet possessing such parameters covers the distance 
2~rlvgrl _ 
(ng~o)  
A 
{6 + 4[(K - 1) 2 + 62]F/f/2} 
>>A 
that is independent on the relation of r and ft 2 (if, according to (45),/32 ~> rla21/4). 
Let us turn to the case when the inequality (47) is invalid, and the real part of the polarization 
wave frequency lies within the limits of the Doppler line (I Re Z I <~ 1). This takes place when 
67rvT 
la~l A << (59) K >> 3/~T l~2[wo] '
and the condition (22) is valid (compare with (50),(55)). Bearing in mind the decaying solutions 
with [Im Z [ >> 1, and using the identity 
w(Z) -= 2 exp ( -Z  2) - w(-Z),  (60) 
let us consider dispersion equation (21),(15) at large arguments of the Kramp function which 
have negative imaginary part (IZ[ >> 1, ImZ < 0). We have in this case, 
1 + 2i6/fl - K2/f~ 2 
2(1 - i61fl) + K21f~ 2 = 3K/~T exp-  ~ + 
iK~T/2V~ } (61) 
f /+ iF -  1 " 
The approximate solution of equation (61), which takes into account he frequency dependence 
only in the exponential term, gives a set of strongly damping modes (j = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ), 
• g~r  
f/(±)±j = 1 - sign (f/2c) {arg[i(K - 1) + 6 + ~TLz] + 27r3} 2--~S - i r  - iK#rLz,  
I + _ _ I 
z~ = In ~-5~¥'K-~i  >> 1, j << L~. (62) 
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Figure 3. The spectrum of the transverse polarization wave (a) in a weakly conduct- 
ing uninverted gas (~T > 6 > I') and (b) in a high-conducting inverted gas (6 >/~T 
> F). The curves are plotted numerically for the parameters ~ = If/c2I -- 4F = 0.04 
at 6 = 2F = •2/2 and 5 = [ftc]/2 ----- 2.5f~ 2, respectively. The inner region of the 
Doppler spectral line is dashed; other notations are the same as in Figure 2. 
decay rates f~(:~)" = K/~TL± + I" are the same for all j and are practically independent Their 
on the ohmic dissipation of the field (ever at 6 >> /~T). In fact, the solution (62) describes 
the phase detuning of regular oscillations of the molecule polarization during the time that 
corresponds to their flight apart from each other (due to a thermal motion) at the distance 
of the order of the wavelength A. This statement becomes clear if one takes into account he 
possibility of break-down of the adiabatic regime of variation of singular molecule polarization 
that somehow follows the change of the self-consistent high-frequency field in the wave. The 
maximum variation rate of the amplitude of molecule polarization p(v, t) under the action of the 
resonance field is determined from the law of linear growth of the forced solution to the oscillator 
kinetic equation (6): ~ ~ ElocWoCt2c/87r. Therefore, in the adiabatic approximation, the change 
of molecule oscillation amplitude during the time-fiight over the one wavelength-distance can be 
estimated as 
d/~ (63) 
However, one may note that, according to (11) and (62), the value of the right-hand side in (63) 
coincides with the amplitude p(v) of polarization oscillations itself (in the considered case (59)). 
This means that the adiabatic approximation is broken here. In this case, a considerable number 
of molecules (rather than the exponentially small, as in (51)) is in the Doppler resonance with 
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Figure 3. (cont.) 
the wave, therefore the damping should actually be determined by the molecule phase detuning 
due to the thermal motion. As a result, the strong collisionless damping of the polarization wave 
occurs. 
The ignorance of the second Kramp function from (15) in equation (61) is possible at K/3TL± 
<:< 1, when - f / "  << f~' ,,~ 1 in (62). Instead, when K~L± >~ 1 (i.e., for the short waves with 
A <~ Li27rvT/Wo), the polarization oscillations turn out to be suppressed almost totally during 
one high-frequency period 21r/Wo. (An analogous situation occurs at the strong Landau damping 
in plasma for the Langmuir waves with wavelengths less than the Debye radius [48].) Note 
that in the short-wave range 1 << K << 1/L±~r, the value 4~r X ~- ~ = K2/(n(L:~)) 2 >> 1 and, 
consequently, the amplitudes of the polarization Po = XEo and the magnetic field Bo = v~Eo in 
the waves (62) exceed significantly the electric field amplitude Co. 
In what follows, considering the polarization wave ~p(K) in the Doppler line, we shall mean 
just the singular wave with the index j = 0 in the series (62), the real frequency of which is the 
closest o the oscillation frequency of each independent molecule. In the case ]no] >> ~T >> F, 
the dispersion curve for the polarization wave is shown in Figure 3 (at 6 > F). One may see that 
the SD changes most significantly the polarization wave spectrum just within and at the slope 
of the Doppler spectral line If/' - 1] ~< K~T. In an uninverted gas (Figure 3a), the small ohmic 
conductivity 6 << no/2 does not practically change the dispersion of the polarization wave even 
for the wave numbers close to the polar±ton resonance K _~ 1 (compare with Figure 2a). The 
existence of the strong conductivity smoothes the dispersion curve of the polarization wave in the 
polar±ton region of the spectrum (independently of the inversion sign). Figure 3b demonstrates 
such smoothing at the example of an inverted gas (compare with Figure 2b). Other spectral 
features of transverse waves, caused by the SD influence, are discussed in Section 6; in particular, 
the features will be complementary analyzed in the range of the real frequencies at the slope and 
at the wings of the Doppler line If/' - 11 >~ K/~r. 
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5. LONGITUDINAL  WAVES IN  
THE NEUTRAL GAS- -AN ANALOGY WITH 
THE LANGMUIR  WAVES IN  PLASMA 
Along with the transverse, there exist longitudinal waves (with the electric field E tIk and the 
zero magnetic field) in the two-level molecule gas. Their dispersion equation (4) + (15) differs 
from equation (21) by the absence of the terms K2/f~ 2 in its left-hand side. The solutions of this 
dispersion equation at I n - 1] << 1 are as follows: 
all = 1 + + 2f~---T-iF-i6a2c 1 3 2a 4 ] 9--K-~exp -1 9K213~,]' 
(64) K<< 3/~T' 
f~(±) = 1 + sign(f~2)(1 :E j)~rK/3T 
IIJ LI I 
iF - iK~rLil, 
3K/3T 
<< L I  = In ' la¢=l (65) K >> 3-'~'. 
They are analogous to the above considered solutions of equation (21) for the transverse waves. 
Therefore, all the conclusions on the SD and the collisionless damping, that are made in Section 4 
for the transverse polarization waves (51) f~p(K) and (62) f~) (K)  in the absence of the polariton 
resonance, are still valid for the longitudinal waves f~ll(g) and f~ll~)(g), respectively. However, 
unlike (51), the term K2f~2c/2 related to the magnetic field is absent in (64): •11 = ~p - K2f~2c/2" 
Note that the dispersion curve f~ll0(K) in series (65) where the number j = 0 is actually the 
continuation of the curve f~ll(K) for the longitudinal wave (64) from the small wave numbers to 
the large ones. 
The dispersion law for the longitudinal waves (64) in the uninverted gas at 6 = 0 was found 
in [4]. (The transverse xcitations noted in [4] do not correspond to the real polarization 
waves (51).) The energy density for the longitudinal waves (64) is large compared with IE2oi/87r, 
and in the case of the inverted gas, it becomes negative, just as for the transverse waves in cases s 
(52),(57): 
1+ 1+ 1. (66) 
Due to this fact, the ohmic absorption i  the inverted gas weakens the damping of the longitudinal 
waves, and at 6 > -F / f~ ,  it may lead to the dissipative instability. 
Further, both for the transverse and longitudinal waves, the following spatial scale 
67r~rc 9VTh 3 
Ad -~ ]~.~2ciW----~o ~- 4d21Ag ] = 2r~vlAg] >> rw, (67) 
and the corresponding wave number kd = 21r/Ad (compare with (9),(10)) are rather important 
parameters. They determine the character of the Doppler resonance of the molecules with the 
wave wp(k). The coUisionless damping of waves is small at k << kd (see (51) and (64)); and 
the collisionless damping is strong at k > kd (see (62) and (65)). The velocity of the resonant 
molecules v = (wp - wo)/k ~- f~wo/3k is correspondingly greater and smaller compared with the 
thermal velocity VT in these two cases. 
SThe expression for the energy density used here is valid only at small enough wave dissipation [37] (i.e., in the 
case (64), at r ,6  ~ IN[ _~ 1). For the waves (65) and (62) within the Doppler spectral ine, where the strong 
collisionless damping takes place, this expression is invalid. In such a case Oust as in the polariton resonance 
region K -~ 1), it is necessary to use the microscopic kinetic approach [39] for the energy density calculation. 
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Bearing in mind the intention to reveal an analogy with the isotropic plasma, let us consider 
the limit uo ~ 0 or, more exactly, wo/kVT -- 1 /K~T ---, 0 at f l/Kl~T = const. Here the expression 
for the dielectric function (15) of the two-level gas (at ~i = 0) takes the form 
, { + 2.4 [ 
e 1=1+30=1-  K2~2 Tw ~, KBT ]--l+k2v-'--~T 1+ (68) kVT W ~, kVT ,] J " 
The expression (68) at 7 --, 0 coincides with that obtained for the longitudinal wave in the 
collisionless plasma with the Langmuir frequency UL [1,2]. To obtain the result (68), we exclude 
the Lorentz correction (which is absent in the case of plasma) and use the following substitution: 
w(~+iF+l~_w(f~+iF-1).__, 2 , ( ~ )  
-K--/~r- ] -K-~T K j~, w , u-~" 
The noted "plasma-type" limit corresponds to the gas of uninverted (f/c 2 > 0) low-frequency 
dipoles with a very large shift of the collective frequency: up -Uo "~ uo~22c/3 >> uo (see (51),(64)). 
In such a gas, except for the resonant particles with the velocity (up-uo) /k  which take the energy 
from the wave (that corresponds tothe normal Doppler effect), there is another important group 
of resonant particles with the velocity (u n + wo)/k, which give their energy to the wave (that 
corresponds to the anomalous Doppler effect) [2,49]. The contributions of these groups are 
described by the first and the second Kramp functions in (15), respectively. The description 
of this fact in the form (68),(69) corresponds to the transition of the two Doppler resonances 
v = (w n =l= Uo)/k to the single Cherenkov resonance v ~- up/k. In this case, the frequencies of the 
longitudinal waves, which satisfy the equation 6t = 0, are described by the following expressions 
that replace the results (64) and (65): 
( 3k2V2T -- i'~ -- exp wlPl) = UL + ~L  kZv3r 
,z(n, ) ( l  + j )  rkVT 
HJ = - - - ( -  -- i'), -- ikVT~, 
3 
2 k2v ]' k<<--,vT (701 
k2v2 T u L 
j<<~2=ln  2w 2,  k>>--.VT (71) 
One may be convinced that these xpressions at7 = 0 coincide xactly with the known formulae 
that are obtained for the Langmuir waves in the isotropic collisionless plasma [1,2,48]. The 
comparison ofthe dispersion curves (64),(65) with (70),(71) (as well as the dielectric onstant (15) 
with (68) taking into account (23)) shows that the dispersion properties of the longitudinal waves 
in the gas of neutral two-level molecules (wo ~ 0) and in an electron plasma (wo = 0) are rather 
similar. Their difference is actually connected only with different values of the frequency shift 
for collective xcitations, which is determined by the cooperative molecule frequency wo~2/3 = 
-8~rd2AN/9Ii n the first case, and the Langmuir frequency of the electron oscillations WL = 
X/4~re2Ne/Me in the second case. At last, the role of the scale (67) Ad in the neutral molecule 
gas is similar to the role of the Debye radius rD = VT/WL in plasma where the relation between 
the  wave number k of the Langmuir wave and the value kd = 27r/rD determines the character of 
the  wave damping due to the Cherenkov resonance with the electrons. 
The above-written series of the strong-damping transverse (62) and longitudinal (65),(71) 
modes contain a finite number of relatively special solutions of the dispersion equations (3) 
and (4), respectively. Along with this, as the Kramp function is not a finite-power polynomial 
and does  not  have singular points except for the infinity Z ~ oo, the dispersion equation contain- 
ing this function is actually the algebraic equation of infinite power, and, therefore, it should have 
infinite number of roots 9 (see the Picard theorem [50]). The corresponding modes are connected 
with the collisionless damping of the field and polarization. The analysis of these damping modes 
9Note in this relation, that new modes do not appear if instead of the Maxwell distribution (13), the Lorentz 
distribution of the form Fbor(V) = 1/[lr(1 + V2)] is used. Indeed, according to (11), the latter leads exactly to 
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is interesting, in particular, because of the fact that their dispersion curves may be connected 
and smoothly transformed, at a certain change of the wave number, into the dispersion curves of 
modes with exponentially small damping. 
Let us consider first a more simple case of the isotropic ollisionless plasma. We shall show that, 
along with the dispersion branches (70) and (71), the spectrum of longitudinal waves in plasma 
contains one more infinite series of branches related to the zeroes of the Kramp function [38] 
(+) w(qJ +)) = 0 (ice q~ > 0; j = 1, 2, . . .  ). These zeroes are located in the vicinity of the bisector in 
the fourth quadrant on the complex plane of the argument of the Kramp function (see Figure 4). 
Let us write the dispersion equation e ~ -- 0 with the dielectric function (68) (at 7 = 0) in the 
form 
w (72) - i v~Zw(Z)= l + b, b= 2W2L , Z = kvT. 
According to (60) with w(-Z)  "~ (1 + 1/2Z2)/ iv~Z at ]Z] >> 1, ImZ < 0, one may obtain 
exp( -Z  2) = ~  b-~-~ . (73) 
Let us solve this transcendent equation by the perturbation method, 
) 2] 1/2 
) • • ln(l+b) 
i 1 exp [~31r/4 + (zTr/4)2+4j+ln(l+b)] 
Bj : 2 zj b- (75) 
{ / j= 0,1,2, 
x b -  [ln (b/ vfST + (3 /4 + 2=j)211/2 ' . . . .  
The evolution of these roots Zj and the corresponding dispersion curves Wll j depending on the 
wave number k, that is, on the parameter b, are shown qualitatively in Figure 4. The zeroth 
root Zo (with j = 0) is not described by the expressions (74),(75) at kvT << wL, i.e., when b << 1. 
In the latter region, it should be replaced by the solution Z (p0 = w~PO/kVT, that corresponds 
to the Langmuir wave (70) with the exponentially small Landau damping. Other roots with the 
numbers j _> 1 are slightly different from the zeroes of the Kramp function Zj ~- qJ+), that is, 
Wll j ~- q~+)kVT. The value b = -1  corresponds to these roots in (72)-(75). In the opposite case of 
the strong collisionless damping kVT >> WL, i.e., b >> 1, the spectrum of these modes with small 
numbers j < ~2 = lnb transforms to the spectrum of the relaxation modes (71) that was found 
by Landau [48]. 
the expression for the dielectric onstant of the Lorentz type (17) with the substitution F --* r + K~T; therefore, 
the dispersion equation (3) for transverse waves has the unique polariton-type solution (18), and the equation (4) 
for longitudinal waves (at ~ = 0) has the unique solution 
flllL°r) = 1 + -~ - i F -  iK~r. 
In an analogous manner, following [1, Section 29], we obtain for the isotropic ollisionlees plasma with the Lorentz 
function of electron velocity distribution, f(v) = Nev.r/~2(v~. + v2) 2, 
¢d2or 
= 1 -- (W + ikVT) 2'  tDIIL) = 0JL -- ik~T. 
The Lorentz distribution excludes the possibility of small collisionless damping and does not lead to the dispersion 
of real frequencies ofthe longitudinal oscillations (compare with (64),(70)). 
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Figure 4. The spectrum of the longitudinal normal modes in the isotropic plasma 
and the corresponding tracks of the dispersion curves on the plane of the complex 
argument of the Kramp function Z(k) = Wll (k)/kVT (the tracks are shown in a 
qualitative manner). The dashed parts of the curves correspond to the regions with 
strong collisionless damping; the direction of the parameter k increase is shown by 
the arrows at the points Z(k = hlL/VT). 
6. COLLISIONLESS DAMPING OF LONGITUDINAL  
AND TRANSVERSE MODES ON THE WINGS 
OF THE DOPPLER LINE 
Coming back to the case of the two-level molecule gas, let us try to describe the full spectrum 
of eigenwaves. Here we shall not restrict ourselves by the case of the weak collisionless damping, 
as was made in Sections 3 and 4. The complete consideration, i  particular, is necessary in order 
to reveal the cases in which the damping of the polarization waves and the electromagnetic waves 
may increase strongly because of the influence of resonance kinetic effects. Bearing in mind this 
aim, we shall find, in analogy with Section 5, the solutions to the dispersion equations (3) and (4), 
which are connected with the zeroes of the Kramp function w(Z) (see (15)). It may be expected 
that these solutions (roots) are located on the wings of the Doppler spectral line and correspond 
to the modes that describe the strong collisionless relaxation of the initial polarization of a gas. 
This relaxation is unavoidable as long as the molecules moving with the thermal velocity cover 
the distance about one wavelength (see the end of Section 4 for the discussion of this question). 
Note, that here we relate to the wings of the Doppler line (and not to its center) those complex 
eigenfrequencies which have the absolute value of the detuning from the molecule transition 
frequency f~' - 1 + if~', exceeding the Doppler broadening If~' - 1 -F if~" I >> K~T, that is possible, 
in particular, due to the existence of the imaginary part of the frequency If~"l >> K/~T, even in 
the case when the real part of detuning is small, If~ ~ - 11 < K/~r. 
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For the longitudinal modes, the dispersion equations (4),(15) in the interval 1 << IZ[ << 1~Kilt, 
Im Z < 0, takes the form: 
i i3K/~r ~ + i r  - 1 (76) 
exp ( -Z  2) = all 2x/-~Z, all = 2v/-~ ~, Z = K/~T 
Here we have used the formula (60) with w(-Z) '~ -i/v/'~Z, and, for simplicity's sake, neglected 
the conductivity ~f << 1 and the second term with the Kramp function in equation (15). As 
the value all is imaginary, the roots Z(k) we look for are located along those curves on the 
complex plane of the Kramp function argument, at which the function itself is imaginary: w(Z) = 
iImw(Z) = 2all (see the curves of the phase level arg[w(Z)] = +90 ° in [38, p. 121]). Solving 
equation (76) by the perturbation method, we find 
(Rez~m))24=In~- - ( ImZ~±))2 -1n  IV~=~j[ 
2] 1/2 ir (77) 
i exp(:Fi~'/4) 
Aj-a[[ 2v~Z;.4. ) -~a[] + 2v/=~[ In` ( jail[ 4= 1 /21r~)  4= (arg a[[ 4=2~rj)2] 1/4' (78) 
where for j = 1,2, . . . ,  the upper and the lower signs are related to the roots with ReZJ +) > 0 
and ReZ~ -) < 0, respectively, and for j = 0, the value sign(ReZo) = sign(argall ) and it should 
be Jail[ >> 1 (see (59)). The same solution is valid also for the transverse modes if the following 
substitution is made in (78): 
all ~ a± = all [Z~:t:)K/~T + 1 - K + i(6 - F)]  (1 + i6 + K)  (79) 
and (76)). The term Z}±)K/~r should be taken into account only in the (compare with (61) 
region K ~- 1, by use of the relations 
Z~+)=- i  Z~±) lexp( : l=4) ,  
2~ [ 2V~exp(+4 ) ~f -F+/ (K -  Z}4. ) 4 = (2ffj)2 4= In 2 V/-~c 2 -- /~r 1)] + exp(Ti~/4) 
(80) 
in equations (79),(78). 
in(±) The properties of the longitudinal and the transverse modes are practically identical ~'UJ - 
~(±)~ ±j j, as the values all and a± (see equation (79)) or, more exactly, AHj and A±j, which are 
in the arguments of the logarithmic function in (77) and (78), are proportional to each other 
with the factor of the order of unity. 1° All the noted modes that describe the decay of the 
field and polarization due to thermal transfer of the dipole oscillations of molecules are of the 
nonresonance haracter, as the velocity distribution (11) of the molecule polarization contains the 
factor 1/(ZJ ±) VT -- v) with - Im ZJ +) > I Re ZJ±)I + 1. Unlike the weakly damping longitudinal 
1°There may be an exception from this statement for the wave numbers [K - 1[ 2 ~ -2No 2 + (6 - F) 2 in the case 
of weak Doppler broadening ~-  ~ [nc[ or l~- ~ [~ - F[ (see (28)). Here the regular law of the root distribution 
Z (±) (~e,p + iF 1) /~r,  i.e., in the vicinity of the (77)-(80) may be broken for the transverse modes at ±j - 
polariton spectrum curves (18), where A±j - a± - i /2v~Z(~ ) -* 0 (at this limit, the value Anj is still finite for 
the longitudinal modes). This is the only qualitative feature of the transverse mode spectrum compared with the 
longitudinal mode spectrum. It is considered later. 
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waves (64) and the polarization waves (51) with the quadratic dispersion, the found modes have 
the dispersion law close to the linear one: 
n~+)=l-ir+z~+)K~, j=0 ,1 ,2 ,  . . . .  (81) 
In the parameter region (59) (with the additional condition (22) in the case of the transverse 
waves), when the real frequency of the polarization waves is located within the Doppler line-width, 
we have ]all I ,,~ la±l >> 1 and All,± _~ all,±. At those conditions, the solution (77) for the mode- 
numbers j << L 2 = In Jail,± [ describes the strong collisionless damping of the waves (65),(62). I1," 
The continuation of this spectral series to the far wings of the Doppler line at If2'-1] >> Kl~rLli,± 
gives the modes which have ever increased collisionless damping: 
L 2 
f~+) ~- 1 - iF ± V /~g l~r  - i v /~K~,r ,  j >> I1,± (82) 
2~r " 
This approximate solution is also valid at all values j ~> 1 in the region of parameters (50), 
where the collisionless damping of the longitudinal waves (64) and the polarization waves (51) is 
exponentially small. Here the value all ~_ a± is small compared with unity and practically does 
not influence the mode spectrum (see (78),(79)), so that even at j ~ 1, the roots Z~ +) almost 
coincide with the zeroes of the Kramp function [38], w(qJ +)) = 0: 
q[±) = ±2.0 - i "  1.3, q(+) = ±2.7 - i "  2.2, q(±) = ±3.2 - i "  2.8, . . . .  
Their absolute values [q~±)[ are close to ~ '~.  The values of the zeroes q~±) are located along 
the bisectors in the third and fourth quadrants according to the approximate formulas (77) with 
A i=  2r exp ~: , j=1 ,2 ,3 ,  . . . .  
In the considered series of the longitudinal and the transverse modes f2~)(K), the weakly 
damping longitudinal (64) and polarization (51) waves on the far wings of the Doppler line 
should be considered as the zeroth member. The described spectrum of the collisionless damping 
transverse modes is shown in Figure 5. The longitudinal mode spectrum has the similar form, 
except for the electromagnetic wave and the corresponding singularities of the dispersion curves 
in the vicinity of the polariton resonance which have to be excluded in Figure 5. Just as in the 
plasma case (compare with Figure 4), all the modes with strong collisionless damping are related 
in their origin to the zeroes of the Kramp function. The spectral lines of the strongly collisionless 
damping modes (81) are overlapping significantly, as the ratio of the frequency difference between 
the adjacent modes to the decay rate - I f~+ 1 -~ I /N~'  does not exceed unity even at j ~ 1, and is 
decreasing with the increase of the number j (see (62), (65), and (82)). Therefore, when exciting 
a gas, one should expect he appearance at once of several collisionless damping modes. It is 
to note that, in the gas of neutral molecules, the role of the damping modes f/~±)(K) importan  
may be more significant han in the isotropic electron plasma, as the internal frequency of a 
molecule is high enough, Wo >> kvT, and the molecules may oscillate in the field of these modes 
a considerable number of periods before the mode field being destroyed because of the thermal 
motion. 
The present analysis allows one to describe the transition (at the wave number k variations) 
between the dispersion curves of the transverse waves with exponentially weak damping and the 
transverse modes with strong collisionless damping. Such a transition occurs when the condi- 
tion (24) is broken, that is, at [Z[ ,,, 1 or in the vicinity of the bisectors ImZ = -[ ReZ[ in the 
third and fourth quadrants on the complex plane of the Kramp function argument. According 
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Figure 5. The total spectrum of the transverse normal modes in the conducting 
gas of two-level molecules (in the vicinity of the electrodipole transition) and the 
corresponding tracks of the dispersion curves on the complex plane of the argument 
of the Kramp function Z(K)  = (G(K) + iF - 1 ) /K fT  at 0 < K < 0.1f~ 1. The 
curves are plotted numerically for the cases (a) and (b) specified in Figure 3; the 
direction of the parameter K increase is shown by arrows at the points Z(K  = 1). 
to Section 3, it is worth analyzing just the case of the small Doppler broadening n 2~ ~ Ji~cJ, 
which we shall bear in mind below. 
In the absence of the polariton resonance, the mentioned transition is possible only for the 
polarization wave, and it may occur at the boundaries of the regions (22) and (59). Here, the 
solution Zp of the dispersion equation (21), which corresponds to the polarization wave with 
exponentially weak collisionless damping, is transformed to the root Z (±) (with the number 
j = 0) that describes strong collisionless damping. This is clear from Figures 3 and 5. (Note, 
that in the limiting case of very small Doppler broadening/%r << [[Z~J, the transition into the 
lZOtherwise, that is, at 2fT >> Ji~cJ, the collisionlees damping is small only for the extremely long-wave polarization 
oscillations (50),(51) and for the electromagnetic waves with the Voyght dispersion law (30). The latter, as it will 
be shown later, have the strong collisionlees damping only in the case of strong ohmic conductivity of the gas 
(6-r  >> fiT) at the wave number range [K -  lj < 6 -r, and even in this case, they are hidden by other collisionless 
damping modes. 
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Figure 5. (cont.) 
mode Z (±) may be possible only for short polarization waves with K >~ I~l / .b~,. l - ,  >> 1 and is 
absent in the range of long waves with K ~< 1.) 
The transition of the polarization wave or the electromagnetic wave (18) into modes with strong 
damping is also possible in the case of the polariton resonance, and occurs at the boundaries of 
the region (28) that exist when 
~< ~ ~ -y  + (~ - r) 2. (s3) 
In the inverted gas (f~ < 0), according to Section 3, the polariton solution (18) f/~,p(K) 
becomes invalid for the polarization wave at 5 < £, and for the electromagnetic wave at 5 > P, i.e., 
for that wave which damping is stronger. Namely, at the left-hand boundary of the region (28) at 
K -1  -~ -~/-2C/c 2 + (5 - r) 2, the dispersion curve for the mentioned wave is actually transformed 
into the root of the type (77)-(80) with j > 1 and ~ZJ  -) ~_ {le,p(K) + i£ - 1, and the change of 
the wave frequency and the decay rate is practically stopped. Then, starting from the right-hand 
boundary of the region (28) at K -  1 ~_ X/-2ftc 2 + (5 - F) 2, the dispersion curve of the mentioned 
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wave appears again from the root with j > 1 and ~TZJ +) "~ ~e,r(K) + iF - 1. The described 
process is shown schematically in Figure 5b, taking as an example the electromagnetic wave. 
In the uninverted gas (~22 > 0), the analogous process of change of the weak collisionless damp- 
ing to the strong damping at the boundaries of the region (28) is possible at 5 > F simultaneously 
for both the electromagnetic wave and the polarization one. In accordance with the inequal- 
ity (83), this change takes place in the case of high ohmic conductivity, when 5 - F > f/c/v/2. 
At this condition, however, the existence of the polarization wave with exponentially weak col- 
lisionless damping outside the region (28) is possible only in the case of small enough Doppler 
broadening: ~ << [f/c2[/[5 - r[ (see (32)). The latter note relates as well to the polarization wave 
in the inverted gas in the case of [5-  F[ ~> If/el. As regards the electromagnetic wave, in case (83) 
at 5 - F ~> If/c[ (independently of the inversion sign) its dispersion curve (30) is broken, and 
Voyght-type solution Zv for this mode is transformed into one of the roots Z~ -) or ZJ +) at K < 1 
or K > 1, respectively, when the wave number K crosses the boundaries of the region (28). 
Note that in the general case under the condition (83), in the region (28) there exist collisionless 
damping transverse modes, and their decay rate is determined by the molecule thermal motion 
(__(f/ll + F) ~ ~T or ,-~ LJ.~T; see (62)). This decay rate appears to be less than the values If/c[ 
and [5 - F[ which determine the decay rate of the polariton modes by neglecting SD influence 
(see (27)). In particular, in the highly conducting as with 5 >> F,/3T, the collisionless damping 
of these modes with numbers j << 52/7rj32 appears to be much smaller than the purely ohmic 
decay 5. 
One can verify the above statements by analyzing the differential equation (42) together with 
the original algebraic dispersion equation (41). The latter yields at [Z] >> 1, Im Z < 0 (see (76) 
and (79)): 
z -s=~ f/~ (z - i2v~exp (-z2)) S- -  K - l - i (5 - r )  (84) K~T 
(Note that without the exponential term that is outside the region (28), the solution of the 
quadratic equation (84) has the form 2e,p = (1/2)S(1 + y/1 + f/2c/$2~ ) and coincides exactly 
with the polariton solution (18).) Bearing in mind, for definiteness, the electromagnetic mode 
in case of 5 - F >> If/c[,/~T (see (30)) and assuming that K " 1, one may conclude from the 
solutions written above, that the detuning Ze - S - (f/e - K + iS)/l~r is growing exponentially 
with the decrease of IK - 11, when K - 1 ~_ q=15 - F[ and when the real part of the exponent 
index -Z  2 -~ -S  2 in (84) becomes positive. At these conditions, the derivative ~r~ (see (42)) is 
equal to 
dZ K(1 - i5)(1 - ~T Z) [ iV~f/2 ]-1 
d---~=(I+iS_iF)~--_~--_~]~-~TT-+2Z(Z_S)] "~- 1 B~. Zexp( -Z  2) , (85) 
and decreases abruptly from unity to a small value much less than unity for the integral curve 
Z = Ze(S) corresponding to the electromagnetic wave outside the region (28). As a result, for 
this curve the integral increment, i.e., the difference between the solutions Z(S) and the value 
Z~ :F) ~ S T - (q:l - i)(5 - r)/ i~r turns out to be small at the variation of the real part of 
the variable S/~r within the limits from -[5 - F[ to +15 - F I (or, in the general case, in the 
whole region (28)). At further variation of the variable S/~r in the region Re SilT > 15 -- F[ 
or ReS/~T < -15-  r I, the difference between the solution Z(S) and the roots Z~ -) _ S_ or 
Z~ +) -~ S+, respectively, turns out to be small also and does not exceed the value x/In(S/S~:), 
as the derivative d~ "~ [2z~:F)s] -1 << 1. 
I t  follows from the above analysis that the role of SD in the process of the damping of the 
transverse waves with the polariton spectrum is rather important. The evolution of various 
roots Z(K)  of the dispersion equation (21) with increasing of the wave number in the region 
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Figure 6. The total spectrum of the transverse modes in the gas of two-level molecules 
in the absence of the ohmic conductivity (5 = 0). The dispersion curves are plotted 
numerically for the cases of (a) the uninverted and (b) inverted gas at ~T -- if/¢21 = 
4F = 0.04. The notations are the same as in Figures 2, 3, sad 5. 
0 < K << 1 /~ is represented qualitatively in Figure 5, where the behavior of the spectral 
curves ~(K) is also shown. The figure demonstrates the above mentioned transition of the 
polarization waves and the electromagnetic waves into collisionless damping modes, when the 
corresponding dispersion curve appears to be close enough to the Doppler spectral line. 
In the general case in the inverted gas, only one dispersion curve crosses the axis f/' = 1, 
that is, the frequency detuning of only this singular wave (the electromagnetic one if ~ < r or 
the polarization wave if 6 > P) is changing continuously, passing through the zero value (see 
Figure 5b, and Figures 2b and 2c, as well). According to the dispersion equation (41), this takes 
place at the point K = 1, where the value x = (f/" + r)//~r for the mentioned wave satisfies the 
following equation: 
~r ~a~. 
z + = -4 -~-  T L1 - eft(z)]  exp (z2) ,  z = Im Z. (86) 
Us ing the  oddness  proper ty  of the probab i l i ty  integral  [38], e r f ( - z )  ffi - e f t (z ) ,  it  is easy to  verify 
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Figure 6. (cont.) 
that at K = 1 we have fl" + P > 0, if -~c  2 > 4f iT (6  - -  F)/x/~, and fl" + P < 0 in the opposite 
case. Note that for 6 - F :>>/~r, the minimum value fig + F _ -~r{ ln [aZT( r  -- ~)/V~fl~]} 1/2 is 
related to the polarization wave (see (62) at j = 0). 
For the other wave, the dispersion curve does not cross the axis fl' = 1 and the transition 
into collisionless damping modes takes place, so that in the polariton region of the spectrum at 
K ~ 1, there appears a forbidden frequency band (gap) with the width larger than or about 
the value 2fiT. (In Figure 5b, where 6 > P, such a transition is shown for the electromagnetic 
wave.) 12 
In the uninvel%ed gas, as follows from (41) and (86), the dispersion curves of the electromagnetic 
and the polarization waves f/~,p(K) may intersect each other in the point n '  = 1, K = 1 only in 
12Summarizing the above discussion together with the discussion of the equations (22), (32), (35), and (55), we 
would like to point out that, in the case of strong SD influence, qualitative changes of wave spectrum occurs when 
the characteristic value of the dissipative parameter 16 - PJ reaches not only the value of the cooperative molecule 
frequency JftcJ, but also the value of the following ratio -V~/4 /3T  ,,, lO-3AN/too (see [18]). (Note, that in the 
inequality (2) this ratio was compared with unity and not with the parameter J/f - PJ.) 
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the case when ~c ~ F - 6 or ftc, 6 - r <_ 2j~r. Otherwise, they have no intersection points, and 
are located everywhere above (or below) the axis f~ = 1 (see Figure 5a, and Figures la and 2a). 
In Figure 6, the dispersion curves are shown for weakly and strongly damping transverse modes 
in a pure gas of two-level molecules, when the ohmic conductivity is absent (8 = 0, or in the more 
general case, 6 ~ F). Here the thermal motion has negligible ffect on the electromagnetic wave 
(with the exception of the case of 2/3r ~ [ftcl, see Section 3). However, for the polarization wave, it 
changes the dispersion and the damping qualitatively compared with the polariton solution (18), 
~tp(K), in the region (28). This statement is clear from the comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 6, 
where the condition 1 ~ ~ ~r ~ If~c[ is assumed (see (38)). The latter condition singles out 
the polarization wave from the series (77)-(80) of modes with strong collisionless damping. Let 
us point out that in the nonconducting inverted gas (see Figure 6a and also Figure 2b, where 
~ F), the break of the dispersion curve and the transition into the collisionless damping 
transverse modes (in the polariton spectral range) occurs for the polarization wave, rather than 
for the electromagnetic wave, as it is in the case of the conducting inverted gas (see Figure 5b, 
and also Figure 2c, where 6 > F). In the absence of inversion, as the comparison of the curves in 
Figures 6a and 5a shows, the ohmic conductivity at 6 ~ If~cl,/3T practically has no influence on 
the wave spectrum, independently on the sign in the inequality 6 >, ~ F. 
7. THE POLARIZATION WAVES IN THE CASE OF 
THE "BEAM-TYPE" ANISOTROPY OF THE VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOLECULE INVERSION 
In this section, we shall discuss the problem of excitation of transverse and longitudinal waves. 
Among the most evident methods of such excitation, an external resonant electromagnetic f eld 
action upon the two-level molecules and the injection into the gas of a beam of charged particles 
(e.g., electrons) may be noted. In the latter case, the excitation of collective oscillations of the 
molecule polarization is due to kinetic energy of the electrons and has the resonance origin related 
to the plasma oscillations in the charge-compensated electron beam [51-54]. Despite the fact that 
these resonant pumping processes are widely known (see, e.g., [40-44,49,55-60]), their features 
are still insufficiently clear in the case of dense enough gases with the Doppler broadening in the 
limits I•cl ~ ~r ~ r, when the influence of collective ffects, including the SD effects, upon the 
wave spectrum is considerable. New effects, according to the estimates of the present paper, are 
expected in the infrared and optical frequency range for the strong electrodipole ines in gases at 
the pressure less than the atmospheric one. 
The self-excitation of waves is possible in gases with inverted population of molecular energy 
levels. In this case, as is clear from Sections 3 and 4, the instability in a gas with ohmic losses 
is possible for the polarization transverse wave (at ~ > r) or for the longitudinal wave (at 
> l~/If~c21) possessing negative nergy. It can be readily shown that the dissipative instability 
that provides the appearance of these waves is possible also due to the presence of the beam of 
uninverted two-level molecules, which are resonant with the wave. The molecules of the beam 
are excited due to interaction with the eigenwave of the gas of inverted molecules. Therefore, the 
beam molecules take the energy from this negative-energy wave, that results in the growth of the 
wave amplitude. 
Let us consider the details of this and the opposite case, when a beam of inverted molecules 
is injected into the gas of the same-type but uninverted molecules. It may be expected in the 
latter case that, under the condition of the Doppler resonance with the beam, the polarization 
wave or the longitudinal wave in the uninverted gas may be excited due to induced radiation of 
inverted molecules of the beam. We emphasize that it is the "beam" anisotropy of the velocity 
distribution of the population difference of the molecule nergy levels n(V) that is responsible 
for this process, while the velocity distribution of the molecule density may be of the Maxwell 
(i.e., equilibrium) type. 
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The selective inversion of the molecules with respect to their velocities may be provided, for ex- 
ample, using the three-level pumping scheme based on the quasi-monochromatic electromagnetic 
radiation. The pumping field frequency Cdpump should be slightly detuned from the frequency 
w31 = (£3 - Cx)/h of the narrow field-absorbing transition, which includes the third additional 
energy level £3, and the lower level £1, of the basic two-level transition. Then, due to the 
Doppler effect, there should be inverted only those molecules which have the resonance velocity 
v ~" Vb  = e(~Mpump --0)31)/0331. It is worth noting here that, because of the nonlinear saturation 
of molecules in the gas lasers with the Doppler broadening, "two-maximum" (and even more 
complex-form) velocity distribution functions of the molecule inversion have been observed. Ac- 
cording to some references [19,20], this leads to the novel unstable waves with modified spectrum 
which affect he temporal regime and the spectrum of gas lasers. 
Let us assume, for the sake of definiteness, that the velocity distribution function of the differ- 
ence of population of the molecule nergy levels has the form n(V) = (AN/vT)Fo(V), where 
Agb 
Fo(V) = (1 - p)r -1/2 exp ( -V  2) + pFb(Y), P = A--N < 0. (87) 
The function Fb(V) characterizes the one-dimensional dependence of the difference of population 
of the molecule nergy levels upon the velocity V = V/VT directed along the wave number k. 
The function is normalized as follows: f Fb(V) dV = 1. The parameter p is the ratio of the mean 
inversion in the beam ANb, to the total inversion AN, of two-level molecules in a unit volume 
of the gas. For example, we can take 
Fb(V) = exp [-(V - Vb )2 /V2b] Vb VTb 
J-~ VTb , Vb = --'Vr Vrb = VT (88) 
Then, for the transverse and the longitudinal waves which propagate along the beam, we obtain 
the dispersion relation (3) and (4), respectively, where 
1 + 200 .26 
e( t ,K )  = 1 _ 0-----~ + z~,  8o(12, K )=(1-p)O+pSb,  (89) 
6K/~TVTb w \ KBTVTb ~TTb -- W ~ KI~TVTb ~TTb" " (90) 
Here we use the dimensionless values (12) and the function (15) 0(fl, K) for the main gas fraction. 
In the limit of the small beam density IP] << 1, when the beam influences weakly the dispersion 
properties of the eigenwaves tip(K) of the main gas, we may use the perturbation approach taking 
the dependence fl = tip(K) in equation (90) as the zeroth approximation. 13 The comparison of 
(89) and (15) shows that the presence of the beam is equivalent to a complex conductivity 6b that 
should be added to the ohmic conductivity of the gas 6 = 2ra/wo. The value 6b 0¢ --lOb appears 
to be real in the case of the Doppler esonance of the wave and the beam that has the following 
velocity, Vb = (w~ --wo)/k. In this case, the argument of the first Kramp function in (90) turns 
out to be imaginary, while the function itself is real. (We neglect he second Kramp function, 
for simplicity's ake, assuming that kVTb << Wo --~ (W~ -- kVb).) Therefore, the influence of the 
resonance molecule beam upon the waves in the gas is analogous to the influence of the ohmic 
conductivity hat was considered above. 
If the growth rate of the polarization wave w~' is small compared to the thermal dispersion kVTb 
of the molecule frequencies in the resonance beam, or more exactly, 
103; ! -{- '~l <{: k'VTb' (91) 
13If we require that [p0b[ << Iflc[,~/,. The necessary and sufficient conditions of this perturbation theory and 
the consistent analysis of the gas-beam eigenwaves taking into account collective ffects in a dense beam will be 
discussed elsewhere. An analogous situation in the case of the beam instability in plasma is discussed, for example, 
in [1,2]. 
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then the equivalent values of the conductivity are the following: 
-- 27r3/2d2 A Nb 6blJ = 46b2." (92) 
6b ± -~- 4K  ~T VTb -- 3hkVTb ' 
The expressions are written for the transverse polarization waves and the longitudinal waves, 
when 101 << 1 and 0 -~ -1/2,  respectively (see (15),(89)). Note, that if the electromagnetic wave 
is in Doppler resonance with the beam Vb = (w~ -- wo)/k, then under the condition 
Iw~ + 71 << kVTb, (93) 
the value of the equivalent conductivity 6b.I. in the polariton spectral region is described by the 
same expression (92) (at 101 << 1). 
For the beam of inverted molecules, we have 55 < 0, i.e., the negative quivalent conductivity. 
In the uninverted gas with --6b± > F + 6, it may lead to the maser-type instability of the 
transverse polarization waves and the electromagnetic waves, as their growth rates becomes 
positive: f~g _~ f~' _~ --(6b± + 6 + F)/2 for K ~- 1 in accordance with (18). (For simplicity's ake, 
here we mean the waves in the spectral region of the polariton resonance 14IK - 11 ~< I~cl, when 
their frequencies lie on the far wings of the Doppler line due to the inequalities If~cl >>/~T, F, 6 
and high enough beam velocity vb >> VT, SO that the exponentially weak collisionless damping 
may be neglected.) For the beam of uninverted molecules, we have 6b > 0, i.e., the positive 
equivalent conductivity, so that the excitation of the polarization waves, as was noted above, is 
possible only in the inverted gas due to the dissipative instability if 6b± + 6 > F. (According to 
equation (27), in the case of 6bZ + 6 < F only electromagnetic waves may be excited.) In both 
cases, the considered instability is of the kinetic type, and it occurs at frequencies that correspond 
to the normal Doppler effect. 
In the absence of the ohmic conductivity 6 = 0, the instability threshold for the polarization 
wave excitation [6b±[ ~ F takes the following form (in terms of the beam density; see equa- 
tions (92) and (8)): 
( [ANbl > N + ~rc3 ] vfffw o. (94) 
The instability threshold is determined by the collision-type and spontaneous (natural) relaxation 
of the polarization. It may be reached at small enough density of the population difference 
of the molecule energy levels in the beam, since kVTb << Wo. In this case, as follows from 
the inequalities (91) and (94), the necessary condition of the kinetic "beam" instability is that 
the molecule cooperative frequency of the beam is greater than the relaxation frequency of the 
molecule polarization in the gas (8): 
(95) 
Note that the inequality (95) also represents he condition of the appearance of the hydrody- 
namic "beam" instability of the polarization waves (w~' > 0) that is realized in the case opposite 
to (91) and (93). For the latter instability, equation (90) may be simplified by the substitution 
w(Z)  ~- i/v/-ffZ, so that, under the conditions of the Doppler esonance of the wave with the beam, 
the value of the equivalent conductivity at the instability threshold is equal to ~b± = W~b/47Wo. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
As follows from the content of this paper, the influence of the molecule thermal motion upon 
the linear electromagnetic processes in a dense enough gas is not restricted by the appearance 
14The excitation of the long polarization waves (51) and the longitudinal waves (64) by the molecule beam appears 
to be ineffective because of the high instability threshold, ]~b[]] ~> r/l['~2c[ ~ F. 
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of the known (in spectroscopy) Doppler and Voyght-type profiles of the absorption spectral line. 
Under certain conditions, the spatial dispersion caused by thermal motion may play a rather 
important role. The spatial dispersion may change qualitatively the spectrum and the damping of 
eigenwaves, and consequently, the evolution of the field and polarization excitations at frequencies 
in the vicinity of strong dipole lines. The most important fact is the existence of a longitudinal 
wave and a transverse polarization wave that is different from the electromagnetic wave. Also, 
the appearance of the whole series of new collisionless damping (longitudinal and transverse) 
modes which correspond to the zeroes of the Kramp function is of principal importance. 
The dispersion curves of the polarization wave and the electromagnetic wave may be trans- 
formed into dispersion curves of the collisionless damping modes at the wings of the Doppler line 
(see Figures 5 and 6). In particular, in the region of the polariton resonance k ~_ wo/c in the 
inverted gas, the dispersion curve of the electromagnetic wave (at 2~ra > 7) or the polarization 
wave (at 27rc < 7) is broken at the transition to the Doppler line, so that a forbidden frequency 
band, i.e., gap, in the spectrum of one of these waves appears. In the uninverted gas of two- 
level (or quasi-classical) molecules, the gaps may exist for both electromagnetic and polarization 
waves, for example, in the case of strong enough ohmic dissipation of the wave field. The complete 
picture of the complex spectrum of eigenwaves (modes) was analyzed in this paper for various 
cases of the relation between the cooperative frequency of the gas, the Doppler broadening, the 
ohmic dissipation of the electric field, and the incoherent relaxation of the molecular polarization. 
The extension of the number of modes in the gas of neutral molecules in the vicinity of strong 
electrodipole spectral lines has an analogy with the spectrum of plasma waves. The longitudinal 
wave in the gas of neutral molecules, in particular, are analogous to the Langmuir waves in 
electron plasma, the collisionless damping of the polarization waves is analogous to the Landau 
damping, etc. On the other hand, the wave spectrum in the gas of neutral molecules has its 
specific features that are related mainly to the existence of the polariton resonance for the wave 
numbers k ~_ Wo/C. Note also, that in the model of the two-level molecule gas, there exists 
a "soft" mode (with the frequency w << wo) that is connected with the strong frequency shift 
of molecule collective oscillations in the self-consistent field. The thermal motion of molecules 
changes considerably the properties of the "soft" mode that were described in [5, Chapter 12] in 
the model of motionless molecules. As a result, we find a possibility of the antiferroelectric phase 
transition in gases. More complex effects of the spatial dispersion may be expected in the case of 
plasma-dipole r sonance (wo ": WL) in a partially ionized gas [21,55-60]. However, the analysis 
of the influence of the thermal motion upon the spectrum of longitudinal and transverse waves, 
i.e., upon the oscillations of the electrons and the oscillations of the molecule polarization in the 
self-consistent field, is still absent. 
The described collective ffects of the thermal molecule motion may affect considerably the 
fluctuation spectrum of the electromagnetic field and the polarization, the propagation of optical 
pulses, the photon echo, the development ofvarious types of instability, and other coherent wave 
phenomena in gases. Just as in the cases of plasma [1,2] and crystals [35-37], the experimental 
observation of new types of eigenwaves that are different from the electromagnetic waves will 
face the problem of the output of these waves from a relatively dense gas into the vacuum, or 
in a low-dense gas, or into another medium. There are a lot of open questions here, first of all, 
the possibility of linear and nonlinear transformation of longitudinal and transverse polarization 
waves into waves of the electromagnetic ype on spatio-temporal inhomogeneities, especially at 
the gas boundaries. 
The effects of such a type may be important for the processes of Dicke superradiance from ex- 
tended samples of inverted gas, for example, in the so-called oscillatory regime of collective spon- 
taneous emission [39,61]. It is worth noting also that, under certain conditions, the superradiance 
phenomenon may be related to the dissipative instability of the transverse polarization waves, 
which possess negative nergy and are excited due to the radiation of the positive-energy elec- 
tromagnetic waves through the boundaries of the sample. The analogous uperradiance process 
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for the longitudinal waves is less pronounced because of the higher threshold of their dissipative 
instability and less effective transformation of their energy into the energy of the electromagnetic 
waves at the sample boundaries. Among other interesting questions, nonlinear phenomena related 
to the spatial dispersion under the conditions of the anisotropic equalization (due to radiation 
action) of the energy level population in gases with the Doppler broadening of spectral ines, for 
example, in gas lasers [19,20], may also be noted. In gas lasers, for instance, the mutual trans- 
formation of the unstable and stable polarization waves inside an active region may be possible. 
These problems require further theoretical and experimental investigations. 
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